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Abstract—This paper surveys the emerging paradigm of cloud
mobile media. We start with two alternative perspectives for
cloud mobile media networks: an end-to-end view and a layered
view. Summaries of existing research in this area are organized
according to the layered service framework: i) cloud resource
management and control in infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS),
ii) cloud-based media services in platform-as-a-service (PaaS),
and iii) novel cloud-based systems and applications in soft-
ware-as-a-service (SaaS). We further substantiate our proposed
design principles for cloud-based mobile media using a concrete
case study: a cloud-centric media platform (CCMP) developed at
Nanyang Technological University. Finally, this paper concludes
with an outlook of open research problems for realizing the vision
of cloud-based mobile media.

Index Terms— Cloud Computing, Cloud Media, Mobile Media,
Content Distribution Network, Quality of Experience, Cloud-Cen-
tric Media Network and Media Analytics.

I. INTRODUCTION

G ROWING popularity of mobile devices (e.g., smart-
phones and tablets), together with ubiquitous wireless

Internet, has fueled an increasing user demand on rich media
experience on the go. This trend, in turn, is triggering an expo-
nential growth of mobile traffic, dominated by video contents.
According to [1], mobile video will increase 25-fold between
2011 and 2016, accounting for over 70% of total mobile data
traffic by 2016. However, user experience with mobile video
is severely constrained by three fundamental challenges. First,
the limited on-board resources of mobile devices are ill-fitted
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for intense media coding and processing tasks [2]. Second, the
inherently time-varying and unreliable wireless channel limits
the communication bandwidth between mobile devices and
back-end content delivery systems. Finally, the relatively static
mechanism of system resource provision in existing back-end
systems cannot react fast enough to flash-crowd demands for
popular content [3]. This calls for the design of a new paradigm
for resolving the tussle between the growing demand for mo-
bile media applications and the aforementioned limitations of
existing media delivery networks.
The guiding principle of mobile media network design, fol-

lowing a general rule for network architecture suggested by
Clark [4], is driven by a fundamental trade-off between network
cost and quality of service (QoS). On one hand, the cost—in-
cluding an initial capital expenditure (CAPEX) and a re-occur-
ring operating expenditure (OPEX)—to build and operate a mo-
bile media network should be kept low. Such cost borne by ser-
vice providers will ultimately translate into the service price,
which would seriously affect the penetration of media services
among mobile Internet users. On the other hand, end users de-
mand an enhanced quality of service (or, quality of experience)
for what they pay for. Balancing this design tussle requires new
ideas and/or emerging technologies for the next-generation mo-
bile media network.
Recently, the emerging cloud-computing technology [5] of-

fers a natural solution to reduce the cost of deploying and oper-
ating mobile media networks. Under the cloud-computing par-
adigm, system resources can be allocated dynamically to meet
the elastic application demand in a real-time manner. For ex-
ample, computing resources (CPUs or GPUs) in data centers can
be instantiated into virtual machines (VMs), whose capacity can
be dynamically configured for specific media applications (e.g.,
transcoding, rendering, etc.). As such, the emerging cloud-com-
puting paradigm has started to transform mobile media experi-
ence, resulting in a new area of research, cloud mobile media
[6], [7], [8], [9]. Under this new paradigm, the cost reduction
comes inherently from cloud computing.
However, the emerging paradigm of cloud mobile media

posits new technical challenges. For example, cloud computing
platforms are often built upon off-the-shelf equipments whose
performance and reliability are lagging behind specially de-
signed carrier-grade media systems [10]. Moreover, security
and privacy concerns [11], [12], [13] are pervasive in cloud
computing. Finally, these challenges originated from cloud
computing are further complicated by the mobility manage-
ment for mobile devices and users. In this paper, we suggest a
list of technical challenges for cloud mobile media network:
• Scalability: the system should be able to handle a large
number of contents, users and devices.
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• Heterogeneity: the system should be able to accommo-
date contents in diverse formats, users with diverse prefer-
ences, and devices with diverse forms. Networks are also
heterogenous.

• Reliability: the system should be designed with calculated
redundancy to offer almost non-interruptive services in
presence of system failures, as well as issues related to un-
reliable wireless channels.

• Usability: the system should be designed to make it conve-
nient for all possible users with a wide range of technology
capabilities. The user interface should be intuitive, easy to
learn, and tailored to mobile devices with limited interac-
tive options.

• Security: Digital rights management (DRM) and privacy
are serious concerns in any cloud mobile media solutions.

In this article, we report a literature survey (date to late 2012)
of the cloud mobile media networks, targeted for well-informed
researchers in cloud computing, media systems, and mobile
computing. We first propose a structured decomposition of a
cloud mobile media system, including two alternative views
(i.e, an end-to-end view and a layered view). This architectural
principle is then used as a framework to survey existing efforts
in this research area, ranging from resource management and
control, media platform services, cloud systems and applica-
tions, to system verticals (privacy, security, and economics).
We further substantiate our framework with a proof-of-concept
(POC) cloud-centric media platform, to demonstrate its feasi-
bility and effectiveness. The research on cloud-based mobile
media is still at its infancy and the experience of mobile media
can be substantially enhanced with sophisticated technologies
and solutions. Finally, we suggest a list of potential research
problems and issues to be investigated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present two alternative views of cloud mobile media net-
work, including a layered view and an end-to-end view. The
layered approach will serve as the framework to present ex-
isting efforts on cloud mobile media research. In Section III, we
survey the existing research in the area of resource management
and control for cloud mobile media network. In Section IV,
we present a structured view of current research thrusts in
cloud-based media services. In Section V, we sample a list
of cloud-based systems and applications in the area of cloud
mobile media, and briefly discuss the verticals in designing
cloud mobile media networks, including privacy, security, and
economics. Following this survey, we introduce in Section VI
a proof-of-concept prototype of a cloud-centric media platform
(CCMP), developed at Nanyang Technological University. In
Section VII, we present a systematic outlook for future research
topics in cloud mobile media networks.

II. CLOUDMOBILEMEDIA NETWORK: A SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE

Cloud mobile media network was envisioned to leverage the
emerging cloud-computing technologies [14], [15], [16], [17] to
enhancemobilemedia experience. Previous research [8] defined
media cloud from either a cloud-centric view or a media-centric
view (e.g., media-aware cloud and cloud-aware multimedia). In
this paper, from a system perspective, we aim to decompose the

cloud mobile media system into a set of participatory modules.
Specifically, we present two alternative viewpoints for the cloud
mobile media architecture, including an end-to-end perspective
and a layered perspective. These two architectural viewpoints
will serve as blueprints to survey existing research efforts and
guide future system research.

A. An End-to-End Workflow Model

In Fig. 1, we illustrate a schematic end-to-end view of the
cloud mobile media system. The system consists of three partic-
ipatory stakeholders in the digital media value chain, including
content providers, media cloud service providers, and content
consumers. Moreover, unique to the mobile cloud media para-
digm, a mobile cloud edge is included in the workflow to em-
phasize the daunting challenge of radio resource management
in this end-to-end architecture.
Content providers are responsible for creating media con-

tents for distribution and consumption. Media contents could
be generated by professional producers with sophisticated dig-
ital cameras, or regular Internet users who capture videos and/or
images with their own (mobile) devices. In this paper, we are
particularly interested in media contents generated by mobile
devices (e.g., smartphones or tablets with camera). Media con-
tents captured by these mobile devices present overwhelming
technical challenges in processing, transmitting and analyzing
them, for traditional media systems, demanding new solutions
that would embrace latest advances in information and com-
munication technology (ICT) domain, in particular, cloud-com-
puting technologies.
Media cloud service providers pull together a pool of shared

ICT resources, including computing, storage, and networking,
and allocate them elastically for various media-related tasks
in response to their real-time application demands. Computing
capacity could come from a diverse set of resources, for in-
stance, data centers that houses a fleet of general-purpose rack/
blade servers of commercial grade and CPU/GPU arrays that
are dedicated for image or video processing. These computa-
tion facilities are often sided with super-size storage capacity
that are distributed across different locations and can be re-
quest on demand. The storage space could come from dense
provisioning (e.g., storage area network) or sparse provisioning
(built-in disks with servers). These computing and storage re-
sources are interconnected by a network fabric to formulate a
pool of system resources, as shown in Fig. 1.
This pool of ICT resources can be dynamically reconfigured

to complete tasks in media networks, for example, media pro-
cessing (encoding/decoding/trancoding), media distribution,
media rendering and media analytics, to name a few. Compared
to the static resource allocation in traditional media systems,
the cloud-based media network can scale up and down to meet
dynamic demand, with a reduced cost and a better QoS for
media experience. For example, the cloud-based media network
can better deal with the notorious flash-crowd phenomenon [3]
in media systems, when a lot of users are interested in one un-
predictably particular piece of content within a very short time.
In such a case, any amount of statically allocated resources
would be oversubscribed, resulting in a deteriorating user
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Fig. 1. An end-to-end view of a cloud mobile media network: content providers, media cloud service providers, mobile access cloud edge (possibly integrated
with service providers) and content viewers are interconnected via an underlying network infrastructure supported by ICT resources.

experience. Moreover, it is also technically feasible to dedicate
smaller clouds of ICT resources for specific media applications,
offering niche services (e.g., content delivery [18]).
Content consumers watch videos on different media outlets

(e.g., TV, laptop, smartphone, and tablet), via wireless Internet.
The design for this use case faces a list of technical challenges,
including:
• Mobile devices are inherently resource constrained.
• The connectivity exposed to mobile devices are usually
inferior to their desktop counterparts.

• The expectations of mobile users are increasingly higher,
because features like mobility support, interactive support,
come by naturally in non-media related applications.

This tussle between limited resources and high demand ren-
ders mobile media experience with a decent QoS an unparal-
leled challenge. We are seeing more and more solutions that
leverage the emerging cloud-computing technologies to provide
additional system sources to enhance viewing experience over
wireless Internet (cf. Section III).
Mobile cloud edge serves an important role in connecting re-

source-constrained mobile devices with the resource-rich cloud
infrastructure. Examples of the mobile cloud edge include base
stations, WiFi access points, and other wireless edge devices.
A key component to enable seamless interaction between the
cloud and the mobile devices is the access scheme via var-
ious wireless gateways. It is through such wireless gateways
that the mobile devices are able to offload the limitation in
computing and storage to the cloud. The current cloud mobile
media systems adopt a variety of connection protocols as their

wireless gateways, including WiFi, Bluetooth, WiMAX, and
3G/4G LTE. These wireless gateways are commonly used in
mobile cloud computing to support the contemporary conver-
gent computing that bridge between mobile computing and
cloud computing [19]. For cloud mobile media applications,
the demand for broadband access and continuous connectivity
to ensure adequate quality-of-experiences (QoE) for mobile
media consumers shall impose significant challenges. During
certain extended media applications, unlike wired networks,
the mobile users may be moving across several local wireless
access cells and demanding seamless switching of media
gateway (access point) from one cell to another.
Moreover, wireless gateways to cloud often consist of

heterogeneous radio access networks. The heterogeneity of
today’s wireless access networks imposes additional challenges
for efficient access and resource management across multiple
radio access technologies [20]. An intelligent approach needs
to be designed, so as to maintain an always-on high-quality
broadband mobile connectivity by exploiting available mobile
specific information in users’ location, context, and request
services [21]. An alternative approach is well illustrated by a
new network concept–cognitive wireless cloud—that handles
the spectrum sharing amongst these heterogeneous radio access
networks [22]. In this conceptual system, both radio access
networks and the user terminal are assumed to use common
frequency bands and therefore need to have a cognitive spec-
trum sensing function to find the vacant frequency bands to
operate. In addition to these innovative solutions proposed for
implementation at the wireless gateways, an unconventional ap-
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Fig. 2. A layered view of cloud mobile media system, consisting of three service models (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS). Note that the three layers have no binding as in
the traditional network layering architecture. In this view, the three layers merely follow from the three service models in cloud computing.

proach to facilitate better gateway for mobile devices is to bring
the cloud closer to mobile users. Instead of moving the entire
collection of cloud facilities to mobile users, the approach of
cloudlet [23], [24] advocates the use of a trusted, resource-rich
computer or a cluster of computers that’s well-connected to
the Internet and available for use by nearby mobile devices.
This cloudlet resembles a “data center in a box” capable of
self-managing, Internet connectivity without WAN delays, and
access control for device/client set up [23].
In addition to the networking function needed for the mo-

bile devices, more and more mobile cloud edge devices are pro-
viding computing and storage resources that can be dynami-
cally allocated for specific multimedia centric tasks. In [25],
a cross-layer architecture consisting of a pair of proxies has
been developed to offer seamless mobility support to wireless
devices executing multimedia applications. These proxies can
be considered as special mobile cloud edge servers that enable
the adaptive and concurrent use of different network interfaces
during the communications of multimedia applications. A cloud
computing environment is used as the infrastructure to dynami-
cally set up (and release) the proxies on the server-side, in accor-
dance with the pay-as-you-go principle of cloud based services.
In [26], a hierarchical video caching edge at the radio access net-
work has been developed to achieve dual goals: (1) reducing the
need to bring requested videos from cloud internal content de-
livery networks (CDNs), thus reducing overall backhaul traffic,
and (2) improving video quality of experience and increasing
network capacity to support more simultaneous video requests.

With this hierarchical caching at cloud edge, the overall net-
work capacity can be improved by enabling mobile media users
from multiple cell sites to share caches at higher levels of the
hierarchy, thereby improving overall cache hit ratio, without in-
creasing the total cache size used. More recently, an integrated
approach to media streaming via HTTP has been developed
which is capable of significantly enhancing video streaming per-
formance from cloud servers to mobile users via an innovative
proxy design [27], [28]. The details of this approach will be re-
viewed in Section IV.

B. A Layered Service Model

The cloud mobile media system, inherited from the definition
of Cloud Computing, can be also understood in a layered service
model, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that, in this layered model,
there is no binding between two interfacing layers; while in the
Internet layered model, service binding is enforced between in-
terfacing layers. Specifically, media services in the PaaS layer
can run over either on cloud infrastructure, or on raw ICT in-
frastructure, or on a hybrid of both resources. Similarly, media
applications in the SaaS layers can leverage either media service
provided by the PaaS layer, or other media services not exposed
via cloud API, or a hybrid of both categories, or even run over
traditional server architecture. The layered view only provides
a conceptual hierarchy to under the complexity of the cloud mo-
bile media architecture.
1) Infrastructure-as-a-Service: In the IaaS layer, ICT re-

sources are pooled together from a hybrid cloud infrastructure
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(e.g., public cloud, private cloud, and community cloud). En-
abled by virtualization technology [29], cloud service provider
can allocate these resources in a fine-granular manner, to meet
specific user demand. These resources can be exposed to media
applications and/or media services in its raw format, with
specific service level agreement (SLA). Within this model, a
key component is a distributed resource management protocol
that oversees all the available resources in the cloud infrastruc-
ture. Intelligent algorithms should be developed in research
to address the list of technical challenges in cloud resource
management, in connection with an enhanced mobile media
experience. This will be the main focus of Section III.
2) Platform-as-a-Service: In the PaaS layer, various media

services are encapsulated into a layer of middleware, running
over raw ICT resources or cloud ICT resources. In the context
of cloud mobile media, we classify potential media-specific ser-
vices into the following four categories:
• Media Representation: this service refers to encoding, de-
coding, and transcoding media contents in various con-
tainer formats.

• Media Distribution: this service deals with acquiring
media contents into the cloud, moving them across dif-
ferent processing units and streaming them to mobile
devices. Examples of media distribution services include
content caching, content pre-fetching, content storage,
content routing, and etc.

• Media Adaption: this service refers to algorithms and
mechanisms that modify the original media contents in
different domains, for example, contents (tagging, anno-
tation), formats, rates, etc. Other typical services in this
category include media mashup, media rendering, etc.

• Media Analytics: this service refers to algorithms and
mechanism that are derived from media contents and in
data analytics nature. The most popular service is the
content search service and its associated data-mining
algorithms. Other data-mining algorithms, for example,
content recommendation, user-behavior analysis, loca-
tion-based service, are also included in this category.

Other non-media specific services can be encapsulated in this
layer. Essential services for any cloud mobile media application
include digital right management (DRM), Authentication/Au-
thorization/Accounting (AAA) service, social group manage-
ment, etc. An in-depth survey of existing cloud-based media
services will be covered in Section IV.
These media services are encapsulated into a set of media

service APIs, which are in turn exposed to media applications.
Application developers can leverage this programming environ-
ment to develop and to orchestrate their innovative applications.
As such, it serves the purpose of platform-as-a-service. More-
over, we suggest that a media service orchestration module be
built in the PaaS layer, providing mechanisms for integrating
different media services, including services provided by both an
internal media system and external systems, into an integrated
media application for both content providers and content con-
sumers. For example, a social TV application [30] would draw a
lot of individual media services together, including a buddy ser-
vice from a social networking provider and a media streaming
service.

3) Software-as-a-Service: In the SaaS layer, mobile media
contents and applications are consumed by viewers in their
mobile devices. Typically, these applications consist of a
light-weight client running on mobile devices, supported by
media services running in the cloud. The design principle of
cloud-based mobile media experience is to optimally leverage
the strengths of both the mobile client and the cloud infra-
structure/service, with an objective to provide the best possible
user experience at the lowest possible cost. Cloud media
applications are abundant on the market, enabled by the two
leading cloud platforms (i.e., Google’s Application Engine
and Microsoft’s Azure). We have built a multi-screen mobile
social TV application (cf. Section VI), on top of a private cloud
platform at NTU. More cloud media systems and applications
will be analyzed in Section V, together with system challenges
(e.g., privacy, security, and economics).
In this rest of this paper, we adopt this layered framework

to survey existing research efforts in the aforementioned three
layers. We characterize the technical challenges encountered by
each layer and suggest potential solutions.

III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

As mobile devices get lighter and thinner, their computa-
tional and storage capabilities can hardly keep up with users’
growing demand for a media-rich experience. Increasingly, mo-
bile media services such as online gaming and video confer-
encing are hosted inside cloud computing centers due to the
availability of abundant resources at relatively low cost. Such
a paradigm shift imposes the intriguing problem of resource
control and management. To meet the dynamic demands from
media flows, novel solutions are needed to shift computational
and storage loads from mobile devices to the cloud, to perform
load balancing within a cloud, and to allocate resources across
multiple clouds. This section reviews some of the ongoing work
and existing solutions in this area.

A. Joint Mobile-Cloud Resource Management

One way to subsidize the limited computational resources of
mobile devices is to offload computationally expensive modules
to be executed inside the cloud. The offloading can take on var-
ious forms.
The most straightforward way is to execute mobile applica-

tions inside the cloud in a cloned virtual machine environment.
CloneCloud [31], for instance, combines static analysis and dy-
namic profiling to partition applications automatically at a fine
granularity. The system aims to optimize execution time and en-
ergy use for a target computation and communication environ-
ment. Similarly, ThinkAir [32] provides a framework for mi-
grating smart phone applications to the cloud by means of vir-
tualization and method-level computation offloading. In [33], a
single application is partitioned into multiple components called
“weblets”. “Weblets” are either executed on the mobile device,
or migrated to the cloud. The intelligent decision is based on the
status of the device, including CPU load, memory, battery level,
network connection quality, and user preferences. The work in
[34] further studies the best strategy to choose between mo-
bile execution and cloud execution within an energy-minimized
framework.
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In addition to offloading computational burdens, smart
phone applications can resort to the cloud as a back-end for
data storage. The data access patterns often depend on user lo-
cations. For example, a restaurant recommendation application
is usually used to get information about nearby restaurants.
This motivates the design of “WhereStore”, a location-based
data storage system [35]. It uses filtered replication along
with the location history of each device to distribute items
between smart phones and the cloud. Alternatively, the work
in [36] creates a storage cloud using edge devices, based on
Peer-to-Peer resource provisioning. This approach combines
all end-user edge devices—mobile phones, cable modems, and
set-top-boxes (STBs)—into one flexible and highly scalable
storage system. By keeping the data close to the users, it im-
proves data availability while reducing data retrieval latency.
Finally, contemporary applications such as free viewpoint

video may utilize the cloud as a back-end for both computation
and data storage. The application needs to access large amounts
of multi-view video data in order to render a novel views on the
mobile device. When the cloud is used for storage only and the
rendering of a free viewpoint video is executed on a mobile de-
vice, the user experience may become unacceptable due to high
latency over the wide area network. In [37],Miao et al. have pre-
sented a resource allocation scheme that jointly considers ren-
dering in the cloud and rendering by mobile clients. The scheme
strikes a balance between quality-optimal cloud rendering and
delay-optimal client rendering.

B. Intra- and Inter-Cloud Resource Scheduling

When a single cloud is responsible for multimedia mobile
applications, the resource scheduling problem often revolves
around cost minimization while guaranteeing some level of
quality of service. In [38], the authors formulate intra-cloud
resource scheduling problem based on a queuing model of the
system. For both single-class and multi-class service scenarios,
the proposed scheme aims at minimizing response time and re-
source cost. Alternatively, in [39], the optimization framework
jointly considers multiple distribution paths and placement of
web server replicas in a cloud-based CDN.
For resource sharing across multiple clouds, research efforts

often focus on dynamically balancing between loads and the de-
mands of geographically diverse users. Analysis of a large col-
lection of YouTube video request traces reveals that partitioning
the network solely based on social relationships leads to un-
balanced access [40]. Instead, a novel social graph partitioning
algorithm is proposed to preserve the social relationships with
more balanced network partitions. An optimization framework
is presented in [41] for live streaming applications. The pro-
posed scheme adaptively leases and adjusts cloud server re-
sources with fine granularity—on an hourly basis—so to accom-
modate temporal and spacial dynamics of global demands. Geo-
graphically diverse cloud-computing platforms can also benefit
video-on-demand (VoD) applications. The scheme in [42] opti-
mally decides video replication and user request dispatching in
a hybrid cloud of on-premise servers and geo-distributed cloud
data centers. In [43], the resources of multiple clouds are pooled
together in an intelligent manner to ensure the bandwidth guar-
antee for individual subscribers to Netflix-like services.

C. A Unified Optimization Framework

On-going works in resource control and management for mo-
bile cloud computing often share a similar mathematical formu-
lation, as a constrained optimization problem. In this subsection
we propose to abstract various formulations into a unified op-
timization framework for resource management and control in
mobile cloudmedia. Specifically, its objective is to minimize the
total cost of ownership for a cloudmedia network including both
upfront cost (i.e., CAPEX) and re-occurring cost (i.e., OPEX).
In addition, the optimization is subject to two categories of con-
straints including:
• Capacity constraints: the resource usage (e.g., computing,
bandwidth, and storage) should be within the maximum
capacity that the cloud infrastructure can provide. Math-
ematically, two alternative formulations can be used:
(i) bounded capacity constraint, in which the resource
usage is strictly less than a predetermined threshold, and
(ii) penalized capacity constraint, in which the resource
usage can be larger than a predetermined threshold, with
a penalty function associated with the over-provisioned
capacity.

• QoS/QoE constraints: the system performance, in the
format of QoS or QoE, has to be guaranteed to provide
decent user experience. A chosen QoS/QoE metric (e.g.,
delay, response time, mean opinion score, etc.) is normally
a function of system status, resource allocation, and etc.

Finally, the formulation should take randomness from dif-
ferent sources, for example, user mobility, wireless channel
variations, etc., into consideration.
Mathematically, we can express the optimization framework

as

where is the resource-allocation vector, is the space of re-
source-allocation vector, refers to counting function for re-
source of type and denotes the maximum capacity for re-
source of type , refers to the measurement of QoS/QoE
of type and denotes the required QoS/QoE metrics, indi-
cates the user request parameters, refers to the set of random
parameters in the system.
Standard approaches (e.g., linear programming, non-linear

programming, dynamic programming, and geometric program-
ming) or emerging techniques (e.g., stochastic optimization, and
robust optimization) can be sought to solve this optimization
problem. Interested readers might refer to classical textbooks
[44], [45], [46] for more in-depth discussion.

IV. CLOUD-BASED MEDIA PLATFORM SERVICES

In this section, we investigate the list of cloud-based media
platform services, which are encapsulated in the service layer
and offered via application programming interfaces (APIs) for
application development. The set of media platform services
is diverse in nature, embracing growing needs from applica-
tions. For example, in [8], the authors introduced the cloud-
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TABLE I
CLOUD MEDIA SERVICES

awaremultimedia, which providesmultimedia services, such as,
storage and sharing, authoring and mash-up, adaptation and de-
livery, rendering and retrieval. Moreover, they include not only
media-specific services but also non-media-related services that
are crucial to support salient media applications. The diverse
nature of media platform services demands a systematic frame-
work, currently absent in the research literature to categorize
them and provide guidelines for further research and develop-
ment. In this paper, we first introduce a systematic framework
to categorize media manipulation in three axis. Following that,
we propose a system framework, as illustrated in Fig. 2, to cat-
egorize media services in the context of (mobile) cloud media
network. The framework classifies media-related platform ser-
vices into four categories, each of which will be explained in
Section IV-B–V-E.

A. Systematic Framework for Media Manipulation

This subsection introduces a systematic framework to under-
stand different dimensions in which digital media can be manip-
ulated. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 3, media content can be
modified in three orthogonal dimensions, namely:
• Existence Dimension: in the existence dimension, media
is labelled with its temporal and spatial properties.
Specifically, it specifies where and when a piece of media
exists.

• Format Dimension: in the format dimension, media is rep-
resented by a sequence of bits that are encoded with a
chosen codec (e.g.,MPEG-4, scalable video coding (SVC),
H.264, etc.) at a specific bit rate. Other possible format
metrics (e.g., frame rate, etc.) can also be introduced to
characterize a media content.

• Knowledge Dimension: in the knowledge dimension,
media is associated with its semantic meaning and pos-
sible contextual metadata (e.g., tagging, user record, etc.).

Media platform services, as defined in this paper, refer to
mechanisms and algorithms to modify media in its three orthog-
onal dimensions. One media service could modify the media in

Fig. 3. A framework for manipulating mobile media in three dimensions:
Existence, Format, and Knowledge.

Fig. 4. A new business model enabled by integration between cloud computing
and mobile media.

one or more dimensions. Examples of media platform services
include, but not limited to,
• Transcoding service [47] that converts the media form one
codec to another one.

• Automatic media tagging service [48] that adds new meta-
data to the media.

• Adaptive media streaming service [49] that changes the
playback rate and also transfers the content from the
streaming engine to the mobile devices.

In the following subsections we elaborate on the four cate-
gories of media platform services as summarized in Table I.
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B. Media Representation

The introduction of cloud computing into mobile media of-
fers new opportunities to transform the existing media repre-
sentation research. For example, in the context of mobile cloud
media, computation-intensive media processing tasks (e.g., en-
coding, decoding, transcoding) can be offloaded from the re-
source-limited mobile devices to virtual machines in the cloud
[34]. As a result, algorithms previously considered infeasible to
mobile devices can now be made practical.
Cloud-assisted media representation has been an active area

of research. Key research thrusts in this category include, but
are not limited to,
• Encoding and decoding with cloud computing resources
for mobile media, and

• Transcoding with balanced cloud and edge resources for
mobile media.

A common approach in this line of research is to leverage
the emerging parallel programming paradigm (i.e., MapReduce/
Hadoop [79]) to provide an improved media processing capa-
bility. Under this framework, research challenges range from
parallel algorithm design for cloud computing, to fundamental
design trade-offs (e.g., computation complexity vs. media dis-
tortion, encoding performance vs. energy efficiency, distortion
vs. delay). We believe that this area of research will accelerate
over the next few years and these fundamental challenges will
be the main focus for further research.
In this subsection, we briefly survey cloud-based platform

services for media representation, specifically, transcoding, and
encoding/decoding algorithms for media contents.
1) Transcoding: One of the most prominent trends in

cloud-assisted media transcoding research is to adopt the
MapReduce framework for a parallel processing infrastructure.
Specifically, the whole transcoding task, for example, in the
unit of group of pictures (GOP), is decoupled into a set of
parallel tasks, which are in turn mapped into a set of virtual
machines for processing. For example, in [50], a Hadoop-based
cloud is used in the transcoding of media contents, to supply
the variety of existing media formats requested by end-users.
Another example is CloudStream [51], a cloud-based video
proxy that employs a multi-level transcoding parallelization
framework with two mapping options (Hallsh-based mapping
and Lateness-first mapping). The system employs a multifold
objective to optimize transcoding speed and reduce transcoding
jitters while preserving quality of the encoded video. This
approach often focuses on the parallelization framework, while
leaving the actual transcoding tasks to off-the-shelf transcoders
(e.g., the ffmpeg1 tool). For instance, in [52], transcoding was
achieved through the use of Hadoop streaming jobs that utilize
the ffmpeg tool. It is expected that the interplay between the
Hadoop framework and the transcoding algorithm would play
an important role in further optimizing the cloud-assisted
transcoder design. This vertical integration between computing
and transcoding is an area of importance.
In addition to the aforementioned versatile approach,

researchers have also developed cloud-based solutions to

1FFmpeg is a complete, cross-platform solution to record, convert and stream
audio and video. Online URL: http://www.ffmpeg.org/

transcode specific media contents (e.g., 3D contents). In this
case researchers often adopt a holistic (or horizontal) view of
the problem, and provide an end-to-end solution. For example,
in [53] SHARC was presented as a solution to enable scalable
support of real-time 3D applications in a cloud computing
environment. The solution uses a scalable pipelined processing
infrastructure. It consists of three processing units including
a virtualization server network for running 3D virtual appli-
cations, a graphics rendering network for processing graphics
rendering workload with load balancing, and a media streaming
network for transcoding rendered frames into H.264/MPEG-4
media streams and streaming the media streams to a cloud user.
Moreover, a novel approach is to leverage a GPU array for
media processing, compared to a CPU array as in the standard
cloud architecture. Given the computation-intensive nature of
video and image, GPU-based cloud solution would be a more
cost-efficient solution. As a result, an interesting research sub-
ject is to investigate the effectiveness of a hybrid architecture
including both CPU and GPU.
Another 3D video transcoding scheme has also been devel-

oped for heterogeneous mobile users with limited 2D display
capabilities [80]. In this case the transcoding and adaptive
3D video transmission are necessary to extract/generate the
required data content and represent it with appropriate formats
and bit rates for the heterogeneous terminal devices. This
scheme is able to obtain any desired view, either an encoded
one or a virtual one, and compress it with more universal
H.264/AVC for mobile terminals with 2D display only. The key
idea is to appropriately utilize motion information contained
in the bit stream to generate candidate motion information for
efficient transcoding. Finally, this scheme was not only devel-
oped for mobile cloud media, but also can be easily adopted
between cloud and mobile gateways.
Further research in both vertical and horizontal integration is

highly demanded, with a dual objective to provide a real-time
media transcoding service at low cost, while providing a decent
QoS/QoE to the end users.
2) Encoding/Decoding: Media encoding/decoding, owing

to its high computational complexity, stands out as a na-
ture candidate for task offloading from mobile devices to
the cloud infrastructure. The most common approach is to
leverage the MapReduce paradigm for parallel processing,
coupled with dynamic resource provisioning in the cloud for
cost effectiveness. For example, in [54] and [55], the au-
thors proposed a Split&Merge architecture, generalizing the
MapReduce paradigm that rationalizes the use of resources by
exploring on-demand computing. In addition, the performance
of cloud-assisted media encoding/decoding algorithms can be
improved by incorporating media-specific considerations (e.g.,
rate control and SVC). An example of this approach is in [56],
which proposed a video encoding infrastructure, coupled with
a rate control scheme, to improve the coding efficiency on
cloud environments. Experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed video encoding infrastructure and rate control
scheme gained better visual quality.
However, in cloud mobile media, encoding/decoding task

offloading imposes additional challenges to the network
connectivity between the mobile device and the cloud infra-
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structure. The gain in computing in the cloud could be offset by
the additional bandwidth requirement in the transmission. As
such, cloud-assisted media encoding/decoding design should
be jointly optimized with network dynamics, as shown in [34].
Another potential idea in cloud-assisted media encoding is to

leverage the huge number of videos and images as a random
code book to encode the media contents on the mobile device.
Authors from [57] have suggested such a solution. However,
this solution is still in its early stage, due to the obvious limita-
tion that the code book is not necessarily ubiquitously accessible
and the decoding process would add extra traffic in retrieving
codewords (i.e., reference images) from the cloud. Efficient al-
gorithms for content lookup, routing, and retrieval are required
to make this scheme practical.

C. Media Distribution

Media distribution refers to the process of moving media con-
tents from their sources, via a distribution network, to their con-
sumers. This process can be logically decoupled into three se-
quential steps, including content acquisition from generation de-
vices (e.g., smartphones or cameras), content distribution across
content delivery networks, and media streaming to mobile de-
vices or other media outlets. In this subsection, we first survey
existing research in cloud-assisted media distribution and then
suggest potential future research thrusts in this area.
1) Content Acquisition: In this step, media contents are ac-

quired into the media cloud from their generating devices. Tra-
ditionally videos are often captured with cameras and then up-
loaded into servers from where they are acquired into the media
cloud. Lately, with the technological advances in smartphones
and wireless networks, user-generated videos can be captured
by smartphones and then uploaded into the media cloud, prefer-
ably via wireless connectivity. However, direct acquisition from
mobile devices imposes extra challenges, due to varying wire-
less channels and mobility. In [58], [59], [60], the authors pro-
posed to upload media files from mobile devices via a collab-
orative wireless network (i.e., an ad-hoc mobile cloud). The
multi-path opportunity in such a network offers tremendous po-
tential to optimize the content uploading process. Various de-
sign choices can be adopted (e.g., inter-path packet coding, and
packet allocation) to reduce the file uploading delay and the en-
ergy consumed by the mobile devices.
We notice that existing research in this category often focuses

on the networking part of the problem. Little attention has been
paid to jointly optimize media encoding and content acquisition
in the cloudmobilemedia.We believe that the interplay between
media encoding and content acquisition could result in better
QoS and higher resource efficiency. For example, it is beneficial
to distribute the media encoding task across both mobile device
and the cloud in response to the wireless channel condition.
2) Media Delivery: Media delivery is predominately accom-

plished via a content distribution network (CDN), which is a
large distributed system of servers deployed in multiple data
centers, serving contents to end users with high availability and
high performance (e.g., fast response, high throughput). Pio-
neered by Akamai, CDN lends itself an inherent demand for
cloud-based solutions, overcoming the possible shortcomings of
static resource provisioning. Existing research efforts in cloud-

based CDN can be classified into two categories: (i) commer-
cial solutions and (ii) academic research. Each is explained as
follows.
In commercial solutions, CDN services [81] are being

upgraded with cloud-based solutions. Specifically, commer-
cial solutions can be classified into three categories [82], as
follows:
• CDN Reseller: In this solution, 3rd party service providers
first acquire a bulky CDN service from an original CDN
provider (e.g., Akamai, Level-3 Communications), and re-
sell the service in small pieces to clients with low demand
or short duration. Examples in this categories include Dis-
tribution Cloud, VPS.net, Brightbox CDN, Rackspace, etc.

• Content Broker: In this solution, content providers upload
their contents to some 3rd party websites (e.g., Youtube,
Facebook), which serve as central exchange places for
end users to consume these contents. These websites
either have their own in-house CDN or outsource content
delivery tasks through a long-term contract with CDN
providers.

• Cloud CDN: In this solution, an emerging trend is for cloud
service providers to sell CDN services. Examples in this
category include Amazon CloudFront and CloudFlare.

The basic principle of these commercial services is to pro-
vide content distribution service in a “pay-per-use” model, of-
fering the flexibility for the users to benefit from a fine-grained
resource provisioning in a cloud environment. Due to their pro-
prietary nature, we have not been able to obtain technical details
of their solutions in public.
Compared to the business model in commercial deployment,

academic research in cloud-based CDN focuses on improving
performance, aiming to provide better QoE or QoS, while
conserving the cost - including both CAPEX and OPEX. For
example, in [61], the authors proposed and implemented the
cloud downloading scheme, which caches the unpopular con-
tents in the cloud, via the intra-cloud data transfer acceleration.
The commercial system (named “VideoCloud”) confirmed that
this system achieves high-quality video content distribution by
using cloud utilities to guarantee the data health and enhance
the data transfer rate. In another case, authors in [62], [18]
proposed and implemented a content-delivery-as-a-service
(CoDaaS) scheme, which is built on a hybrid media cloud,
and offers an elastic private virtual content delivery service
with an agreed quality of service (QoS) to UGC providers. The
scheme aims to distribute the emerging user-generated contents
(UGCs), which are long-tail in nature. The preliminary results
validate all the required features for UGC delivery and verify
its comparative performance advantages. A similar example is
the content distribution network cloud architecture (CDNCA)
in [63]. The proposed solution is based not only on QoS criteria
(e.g., round trip time, network hops, loss rate), but also on
the quality of experience (QoE). Simulation results, based on
OPNET, show that CDNCA yields significant improvement
over traditional approaches. In another work [64] the authors
presented experimental results of streaming distribution in a
hybrid architecture consisting of mixed connections among
P2P and cloud nodes that can inter-operate together. The
QoS of a streaming service can be efficiently improved, by
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strategically placing certain distribution network nodes into the
cloud provider’s infrastructure, taking advantage of the reduced
packet loss and low latency among its data centers.
In addition, the CDN service can also be tailored for specific

media applications, for example, the emerging social media ap-
plications. In [65], the authors proposed efficient proactive al-
gorithms for dynamic, optimal scaling of a social media appli-
cation in a geo-distributed cloud. The key contribution is an on-
line content migration and request distribution algorithm with
a suit of salient features, including: i) future demand predic-
tion, ii) one-shot optimal content migration and request dis-
tribution, and iii) look-ahead mechanism for optimization ad-
justment. Theoretical analysis verifies the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. Similarly, in [66], the authors proposed
a cloud-based social media service model that can store and
manage massive social media contents. Using the universal plug
and play (UPnP) technology, the approach arranges media ser-
vices fit for users’ tendency in the order of priority and provides
the results to the users, with the objective to provide an efficient
management for complex social media contents and media ser-
vices appropriated for users in real time.
Finally, media cloud can be built over equipment located in

network edges. For example, in [67], [68], [69], the authors pro-
posed Media Cloud, a home gateway service for classifying,
searching, and delivering media across the cloud that interpo-
lates with UPnP. In this architecture media cloud services are lo-
cated in a home gateway, which has access to the home network
and the Internet. The home gateway can communicate with de-
vices located in the home environment and also provide search
services, content delivery and filtering to friends and family out-
side home domain.
3)Media Streaming: Media streaming refers to the process of

transferring contents from the media cloud to the media outlets
(e.g., smartphones and tablets). This process is often adaptive, in
response to varying conditions in wireless channel, screen size,
user preference, and resource availability, with an dual objective
to provide better QoS/QoE and improve resource utilization. For
example, in [70], the authors proposed a novel cloud-assisted ar-
chitecture for supporting low-latency mobile media streaming
applications such as online gaming and video conferences. A
media proxy at the cloud is used to calculate the optimal media
adaption decisions on behalf of the mobile sender, based on
past observations of packet delivery delays of each stream. The
proxy-based intelligent frame skipping problem is formulated
within the Markov decision process (MDP) framework and is
solved using the stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) ap-
proach. Simulation results indicate that the optimal policy con-
sistently outperforms greedy heuristic schemes.
Another recently developed approach is to consider the spe-

cial case of streaming, namely HTTP-based adaptive streaming
(HAS), with extension beyond traditional Internet-based
streaming in both server and client ends. It is assumed that
under the emerging cloud mobile media paradigm, media
servers can be placed inside the cloud while the consuming
client uses mobile devices for media playout. However, exten-
sion to both cloud server and mobile terminals faces significant
challenges. HAS essentially operates under the client-server
architecture, which prevents it from taking full advantage of

the abundant replicated video resources in the cloud. Recently,
novel research efforts that anticipate and investigate the key
challenges to support HAS users requesting videos simulta-
neously from multiple video servers have been carried out
[27]. One of the key issues is the design of data scheduling
as video data from multiple servers may not arrive in proper
sequential order at the receiver. A chunk of video from one
server will become useless if its dependent previous chunk
from another server cannot arrive in time. Another key issue is
related to client rate adaptation because the optimal streaming
rate depends on multiple cloud servers’ bandwidth as well
as mutual dependencies of the video chunks requested from
them. The authors innovatively address these challenges with
their development of “cloudDASH”. This cloudDASH scheme
can effectively solve the data scheduling problem by using
multi-scale allocation of scalable coded video and network
coding while imposing very light load onto HAS servers. It
can also resolve the rate adaptation problem by introducing
a multi-scale rate prediction to adapt the video bit rate to the
inherent bandwidth dynamics of each server. Their implemen-
tation with PlanetLab networking research platform shows the
effectiveness of the cloudDASH scheme.
Extension of DASH to the mobile terminal receivers faces a

different set of challenges. For example, another recent effort
to enable the DASH application for mobile users was also pub-
lished in [28]. The solution to these challenges lies in the design
of a novel proxy design for DASH service over cellular wire-
less networks aiming at significantly enhancing QoE in video
streaming. This wireless proxy for DASH, named “WiDASH”,
can be located at the edge between cloud edge and wireless
access networks. By performing a rate adaption algorithm at
this novel proxy, a joint optimization of multiple concurrent
DASH flows going through the base station can be achieved
without sacrificing the scalability of the video streaming server.
The WiDASH scheme exploits simultaneously the potential of
split-TCP and parallel-TCP in which the original TCP connec-
tion from DASH server to a wireless user is split into one wired
TCP connection and multiple wireless TCP connections. An
adaptive control theory is then applied to the multiple-input
multiple-output optimal rate controller resulting from the par-
allel architecture. The core innovation of the WiDASH is this
rate controller based on the multidimensional adaptive control
theory. The WiDASH scheme is able to minimize a convex cost
function of QoE defined by weighted sum of several relevant
video quality metrics in distortion, quality variation, and play-
back jitter. Unlike existing schemes of adopting DASH for wire-
less users that experience great fluctuation in video quality, this
WiDASH scheme achieves much enhanced performance with
smoother video flows and noticeably improved average visual
quality.
In observance of these existing research efforts, we believe

that future research in CDN service for mobile media should
focus on cost-optimized mobile media distribution via cloud.
This thrust could embrace various tasks, including but not lim-
ited to, distribution tree design, distributed storage and content
caching, distributed content routing, etc. Sample research topics
range from distributed tree algorithm, with respect to various
cloud pricing models, erasure-based cloud storage mechanisms
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for media, distributed content routing and discovery algorithm,
and core-to-edge distribution.

D. Media Adaptation

Media adaptation service refers to algorithms and mecha-
nisms thatmodify the semantic meaning ofmedia contents. Typ-
ical adaption domains include, but are not limited to,
• MediaMetadata: in this service, media contents are supple-
mented with tagging, annotation, and other metadata (e.g.,
content overlay, etc.).

• Media Mashup: it combines multiple media contents into
a new content, usually serving a specific purpose. For
example, the open-source Popcorn Maker [72] allows
the user to integrate contents from multiple sources into
streaming videos.

• Media Rendering: rendering is the process of generating
an image from a model (or models in what collectively
could be called a scene file), by means of computer pro-
grams. In mobile cloud media, rendering is normally con-
ducted at the client sides (e.g., geometry modeling, tex-
ture mapping, and so on). However, as the media industry
evolves, the clients do not have sufficient resources for
complicated rendering tasks. For example, 3D rendering
is resource-hungry, exceeding the capability of the latest
mobile phones, especially in real-time applications. In this
case, one could leverage the cloud resource for video ren-
dering in mobile experience.

However, we have noticed that research on cloud-assisted
media adaption is rare with few examples. One remotely related
example is from [73], wherein the authors proposed a rendering
proxy to perform 3D video rendering for the mobile phone. The
rendering proxy could be substantiated with a virtual machine
in the cloud.
In this area, one key research topic is context-aware media

rendering of 2D/3D contents, graphical contents and immer-
sive contents. The context could be diverse, such as networking
conditions, outlet capability, user preference, device capability,
and environment context. Moreover, the adaption is often con-
strained by on-board resources availability in mobile devices.
Therefore, previous research has often taken a constrained opti-
mization approach. Various themes have been pervasive in this
area of research, for example, distributed rendering design [8],
trade-off between energy and experience in mobile device, and
energy-efficient graphic rendering on mobile devices, etc. With
introduction of cloud computing, this approach can be extended
with an elastic computing model in which computing resources
can be dynamically reconfigured at a cost. New technical so-
lutions and business models would result from this elastic re-
source provisioning mechanism.
A different avenue of research in media adaptation has fo-

cused on maintaining semantics of the media while converting
the original media content for display or rendering at the mobile
devices. This is particularly suitable formobile devices to access
small scale media datasets such as private cloud designed for
personal services. In general, the total number of semantic con-
cepts will be numerous in the real world and in the general media
database. When the application is limited to consumer photos
served in a personal cloud, the concepts appearing in consumer

domain encompass only a small fraction of the general concepts.
It has been shown that most consumer photos are relevant to
one of the 12 events as defined in [83]. One successful seman-
tics-based media adaptation scheme that targets on consumer
photos can be easily extended to personal cloud-based media
adaptation [71]. With limited number of event definitions in the
proposed media adaptation system, the semantic analysis can be
designed to effectively utilize the user provided semantic key-
words to extract the semantically important objects from a given
photo. This scheme provides the mobile users with the most de-
sired image content, which integrates the content semantic im-
portance with user preferences and provides perceptually opti-
mized display on mobile devices under limited mobile display
constraints. One particular feature of this scheme that is shown
to bridge the semantic gap for adaptation is the Bayesian fusion
approach to properly integrate low level features with high level
semantics. It is straightforward to extent this adaptation scheme
developed for consumer photo database to the broader applica-
tion of cloud media-based adaptation for mobile terminals. In
this extension, one needs to design cloud-edge server interface
that replaces the personal consumer photo database in the orig-
inal scheme. One possible solution is to design such server as
cloudlet that is placed near the consumers when such request is
made via mobile devices [24].

E. Media Analytics

Recent years have witnessed an explosive growth of multi-
media data and metadata, due to higher processor speeds, faster
networks, wider availability of mass-storage devices, and perva-
sive penetration of mobile devices. The enormous scale of mul-
timedia data imposes great challenges in multimedia retrieval
and mining. At the same time the explosion of the amount of
data, number of mobile users, and availability of new resources
(e.g., cloud computing) would lead to greater expectations for
multimedia analytics, in terms of effectiveness and efficiency,
for which existing analytics approaches and systems typically
do not suffice.
In this subsection, we present a brief survey of media analytic

services with cloud support, categorized into the following three
domains.
1) Content Analysis and Metadata Mining: Cloud com-

puting, owing to its elastic resource provisioning and dis-
tributed computing paradigm, renders itself a natural solution
to large-scale content analysis and metadata mining applica-
tions. For example, the MapReduce framework can be readily
applied for the multi-dimensional data analysis problem, ubiq-
uitous in multimedia applications. Existing works have been
observed in this area to provide cloud-based content analysis
and mining services in a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) envi-
ronment. For example, in [74] researchers described media
cloud services including automatic tagging, in which feature
information is extracted by image or video analysis tech-
nologies (such as color recognition, shape recognition, scene
analysis, character recognition, and speech recognition). In
[75] the authors presented an overview of recent developments
in the area of scalable multimedia and social media retrieval
and analysis in the cloud to build a scalable data processing
middleware, called “RanKloud”, specifically sensitive to the
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needs and requirements of multimedia and social media anal-
ysis applications. RanKloud includes a tensor-based relational
data model to support the complete lifecycle (from collection
to analysis) of the data, involving various integration and
other manipulation steps. With the growing adoption of cloud
computing in mainstream media analytics research, we believe
that more and more work will emerge in this area. Interested
readers might refer to [84] for a list of latest works in this area.
2) Content Recommendation: The vast volume of media data

and metadata provides a golden opportunity to develop more
accurate content recommendation in mobile media experience.
The opportunity is further made practical with the advanced
computing capability in the cloud environment. As a result of
these two drivers, existing work in cloud-based content recom-
mendation is prolific. For example, in [76], the authors investi-
gated several relevant recent developments in ubiquitous media
services, especially in the area of content recommendation. It is
desired for the service providers to offer highly relevant recom-
mendations of media content to the users by exploring user-user,
user-media, and user-context relationships. Another example is
a context-aware recommendation service based on the cloud
model [77], in which a cloud-computing paradigm was pro-
posed as the next generation infrastructure to support a highly
scalable service oriented architecture, with an objective to pro-
vide personalized content recommendation services that recom-
mend content relevant to the user irrespective of his location or
access devices.
3) Media Retrieval: Multimedia retrieval—for example,

content-based image retrieval (CBIR)—can leverage the ca-
pability of cloud computing to enhance the performance of
various building blocks, such as, feature extraction, similarity
measurement, and relevance feedback. In [78], the authors
presented the system architecture of a Content-Based Image
Retrieval system as a web service. The proposed solution
is composed of two parts, a client running a graphical user
interface for query formulation and a server where the search
engine explores an image repository. The separation of the user
interface and the search engine follows a Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) model, a type of cloud computing design where a single
core system is online and available to authorized clients.
However, we noticed that existing research in media analytics

mostly focus on leveraging cloud infrastructure to conduct tra-
ditional media analysis tasks. In fact, the interplay between the
cloud infrastructure and media analytic algorithms could be ex-
ploited further, potentially resulting in new research topics. For
example, new algorithms could be developed to adapt the media
analytics in themedia platform service layer, by taking consider-
ations of different power consumption dynamics in mobile de-
vices and cloud services, and various resource pricing models
offered by the cloud service provider. We expect that such a
new paradigm could reveal new insights in system design and
service deployment.

V. NOVEL CLOUD SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS

The advent of cloud-based mobile media not only brings
about individual technical challenges discussed in the previous
few sections, but also gives rise to the need of novel system

architectures and opens up opportunities for novel applications.
This section will sample a few such instances, followed by
discussions on some overarching issues in enabling mobile
applications on the cloud.

A. Platforms, Frameworks, and Architecture

There already exist several popular cloud-based parallel pro-
gramming frameworks, such as Google’s MapReduce [79] and
Microsoft’s Dryad [85]. However, they typically lack the sup-
port for arbitrarily complex workloads and iterative operations,
hence can be problematic for implementing media encoding
and processing functions. A new framework is presented in
[86], called P2G. It is designed specifically for developing and
processing distributed real-time multimedia data. P2G supports
arbitrarily complex dependency graphs with cycles, branches,
and deadlines. It provides both data- and task-parallelism. The
framework is implemented to scale transparently with available
(heterogeneous) resources, therefore naturally fits into the
cloud computing paradigm.
A cross-layer architecture is described in [25]. It allows wire-

less devices to execute multimedia applications with seamless
mobility. A cloud computing environment is used as the in-
frastructure to dynamically set up (and release) the proxies on
the server side, in accordance with the pay-as-you-go principle
of cloud based services. For high-quality multimedia applica-
tions, the authors in [87] proposed a novel IP multimedia sub-
system (IMS) framework. The proposed scheme supports het-
erogeneous networking with quality-of-service policies. It also
builds uponMapReduce to enhance computing capability of the
system.

B. Novel Applications

The convergence of technologies in cloud computing, media
processing, and mobile communications gives rise to many
novel applications. In [88], for instance, the authors describe
a cloud-based mobile location search service. Users can find
out where they are in a visually intricate environment (e.g.,
on the busy streets of Hong Kong) by capturing a short video
clip using their mobile devices. The system then matches the
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) points extracted from
the clip to those from a repository already tagged and stored
in the cloud. The proposed scheme applies spatio-temporal
pruning of SIFT points in the video repository, as well as
principal component analysis (PCA) projecting and indexing
of SIFT points in the cloud. Consequently, it can achieve robust
SIFT feature matching in video sequences; its computational
complexity scales with a large video repository.
The abundant resources of the cloud can also be leveraged

to improve the efficacy of conventionally labor-intensive tasks.
A framework is presented in [89] for performing video quality
evaluations via crowd-sourcing. By hosting video servers inside
the cloud and re-directing subjective viewing tasks to mechan-
ical turks in an automated fashion, such an approach can signif-
icantly expand the pool of subjective viewing test participants
in a cost-effective manner. At the same time, it achieves com-
parable inter-lab correlations with regard to conventional tests
in a standardized environment.
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Other typical examples of cloud mobile media applications
range from cloud-based multimedia conferencing [90] to social
media sharing [91], [92] and cloud interactive learning [93].

C. PST: Privacy, Security and Trust

Mobile cloud media, inherited from the wide perception
about cloud computing, is also suffering from concerns on
privacy, security and trust management. Fortunately, these
concerns are not unique to the mobile cloud media system. As
such, a lot of existing solutions can be readily adopted into the
mobile cloud system (e.g., fine-grained access control [94],
secure service admission [95]). At the same time, combining
multimedia with cloud renders some new perspectives in secu-
rity. In [96], the authors conduct an in-depth survey on recent
multimedia storage security research activities in the new cloud
computing paradigm. Four topics, namely data integrity, data
confidentiality, access control, and data manipulation in the
encrypted domain, were investigated in this survey.
Another topic of relevance is the emerging named data net-

work (NDN) [97] for content-centric network, in which content
security is a built-in nature of any data in the system. For ex-
ample, in [98], the authors proposed a name-based trust and se-
curity protection mechanism for content-centric network. The
scheme is built with identity-based cryptography (IBC), where
the identity of a user or a device can act as a public key string.
The trust of a content is seamlessly integrated with the verifi-
cation of the content’s integrity and authenticity with its name
or prefix. For scalable deployment, the authors further propose
to use a hybrid scheme that combines conventional public-key
infrastructure (PKI) with IBC.

D. Economics: Cost Control and Revenue Maximization

The integration of cloud computing and media service en-
ables new business models by transforming the mobile media
value chain. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 4, media service
providers can rent infrastructure resources from cloud service
providers (e.g., Amazon, Google, and Microsoft) and, at the
same time, provide metered media services to end users and/or
application developers. With both east and west interfaces, the
virtual media service provider normally operates with a dual ob-
jective: i) to control the cost and ii) to maximize the revenue.
The process of controlling the cost can be divided into two

fundamental steps, including increasing resource utilization and
reducing the price paid to the cloud service providers. These two
steps can be individually optimized or jointly optimized, to re-
duce the operating cost for the virtual media service providers.
To increase the resource utilization, one can design smart re-
source allocation algorithms to avoid potential resource wastage
by renting cloud resources in response to applications’ demands.
At the same time, the virtual service provider can leverage the
alternative price models offered by the cloud service providers,
to reduce its price paid. For example, AWS offers three alterna-
tive price models including on-demand, reserved, and spot in-
stances, each of which exhibits different price elasticity. There-
fore, it is feasible to optimize the resource acquisition process
to reduce the total cost.

The process of maximizing the revenue can be accomplished
by intelligently pricing the media service provided to the end
users and the application developers. The details of cloud ser-
vice pricing strategies are beyond the scope of this paper.
Finally, it is appealing to jointly optimize cost reduction

and revenue maximization. One example in [99] considers a
new type of service where VoD providers make reservations
for bandwidth guarantee from the cloud at negotiable prices to
support continuous media streaming. It has been proved that
the market has a unique Nash equilibrium where the bandwidth
reservation price for a VoD provider critically depends on its
demand correlation to the market.

VI. CLOUD-CENTRIC MEDIA PLATFORM:
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

At NTU, we have pioneered in putting the aforementioned
system architecture into practice and completed a prototype
system of a cloud-centric media platform that supports a
multi-screen mobile social TV application. In this section,
we briefly describe our system architecture and functional
design, with verified performance in response time and band-
width saving. The platform is tailored toward interactive TV
experience.

A. System Architecture

The design of the cloud-centric media platform for a multi-
screen mobile social TV application is guided by one funda-
mental principle, i.e., reducing the capability requirement for
content sources and media outlets, by leveraging the emerging
cloud computing paradigm to offload computing-intensive tasks
into the cloud infrastructure. The specific system architecture, as
illustrated in Fig. 5, is adapted from the generic cloud media ser-
vice platform in Section II, with a holistic extension. The whole
system consists of three participatory stakeholders, including:
• Content Sources: it integrates all possible content sources
in a typical TV experience, including: (i) Live TV Video
Streams: it contains not only the most traditional live
video streams from TV channels, but also the streams
from any third-party live content brokers such as Hulu,
(ii) On-Demand TV Video Streams: it could be either
over-the-top (OTT) contents from VoD distributors such
as Netflix, managed contents from service providers, or
the user generated contents (UGCs) from digital video
recorder (DVR) and personal video recorder (PVR), and
(iii) any other 3rd party contents (e.g., contents stored at
personal cloud).

• Media Cloud: a layered service model is introduced in the
media cloud, including: (i) Infrastructure-as-a-Service: In
this service model, there is a resource pool powered by
virtualization technology in a set of data centers. Those
resources can be utilized on demand to provide elastic
computation and storage capability to the upper layers,
(ii) Platform-as-a-Service: The media service platform of-
fers a solution stack as a service, through a proprietary
inter-cloud messaging bus protocol. Specifically, a wide
variety of tools, libraries, and interfaces are provided in this
model. The offerings facilitate the deployment of themedia
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Fig. 5. A system architecture for multi-screen mobile social TV over the cloud-
centric media platform.

cloud on resource allocation, cloud clone management,
media service discovery, etc., and (iii) Software-as-a-Ser-
vice: The media application layer follows a software de-
livery model. It instantiates the multi-screen cloud social
TV system as a service, where the software and the major
associated data are hosted in the cloud, and only a thin
client is required on the client side.

• Video Outlets: video outlet refers to the end device that
users are using for video consumption.

B. Cloud Media Platform Services

The multi-screen cloud social TV application is built on
the cloud-centric media technologies. The key idea of the
cloud-centric media platform is to leverage the emerging
cloud-computing technologies to transform the media value
chain, including content acquisition, content distribution, media
adaptation, and media analytics. All these media services are
encapsulated in a layer of middleware and exposed through a
set of well-designed application programming interfaces (APIs)
for application development. The cloud social TV platform
is an innovative application targeted to integrate the tradi-
tional “laid-back” video watching behavior with the emerging
“lean-forward” social network experience, thus enabling
more value-added content services through an immersive TV
experience.
Specifically, the multi-screen mobile social TV application,

developed in our lab at NTU, pioneers in providing shared video
viewing experience, with asynchronous and synchronous inter-
active features, at the same time rendering an immersive video
viewing experience over multiple media outlets (e.g., TV, PC,
smartphone, and tablet). The application leverages seven classes
of media platform services, including:
• Content Management: this service allows the users to ac-
quire and manage video contents from multiple sources,
including local DVR, OTT, live streams, etc. It is also pos-
sible for a viewer to customize his/her own channels by
scheduling videos from different channels.

• Video Streaming: this service allows the viewer to
watch the same video in different outlets, by adopting
a cloud-based video transcoding service to conduct
real-time format translation. Moreover, the playback rate
can be adapted dynamically in response to the network
condition, user preference, etc.

• Social Networking Exchange: this service leverages an
XMPP messaging bus for the user to integrate major social
networking services (e.g., Facebook, Google+) and create
his/her private social networking.

• Multi-Screen Orchestration: the social TV platform em-
braces all possible media outlets (e.g., TV, PC, smartphone
and tablet) into a seamless media experience, by using our
proprietary session orchestration technology.

• Metadata Publish and Video Overlay: the asynchronous
communication feature empowers an interactive video an-
notation application for the viewer to tag the content and
share these illustrative metadata with other viewers.

• Communication Modalities: the synchronous communica-
tion feature provides the viewer with a capability to interact
with other geo-remote viewers on live, via four communi-
cation modalities (i.e., text, voice, video, and avatar). One
distinguished feature of our social TV is the avatar with
emoticons, which provides an emulated social interaction
in a 3D virtual environment.

• Data Analytics: in this subsystem, all the metadata and
transaction logs are stored in a distributed database and
various data-mining algorithms can be developed to ex-
tract insights about user behavior pattern and other possible
value-added data services.

These features are built upon different media platform
services in the cloud-centric media platform. As mentioned
previously, these services are designed to be scalable and
user-friendly. In the next subsection, we explain how the
multi-screen session orchestration service is designed, followed
by its scalable performance compared to other alternatives.

C. Interactive Media Applications

We demonstrate two interactive media applications of our
multi-screen social TV system, including a virtual living-room
TV application and a video teleportation application as an en-
hanced multi-screen experience, based on real scenarios.
Virtual Living-Room TV: on a weekend, Peter is enjoying his

TV time via multi-screen cloud social TV. Among various con-
tent resources (e.g., video on local disk, video in the cloud, OTT
videos, and live streaming), Peter chooses a video to watch. In
the meantime, he finds his best friend Cathy is online from his
friend list in Facebook and Google+. Peter says “hi” to Cathy
via text chat box, and invites her to view the same video from
the same point with the same playback rate. Via this social TV
application, they can discuss the content they are both watching
via video chat from different locations. They can even collabo-
ratively edit the original content by inserting text, pictures, and
audio, and generate new contents.
Video Teleportation: Peter suddenly realizes that he needs

to attend a family reunion tonight, and he has to go to the
supermarket at once. However, he does not want to give up
the chance to enjoy a video and have a conversation with his
best friend. The cloud social TV can help him to teleport this
experience from TV screen to his mobile device, as follows.
Peter first uses his smartphone to scan the TV screen, to obtain
authentication for his smartphone (cf. Fig. 6(a)). Once his
phone is authenticated, a synchronized image will be displayed
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Fig. 6. Workflow for “video teleportation”, an intuitive multi-screen orchestra-
tion protocol.

on his phone screen. Peter then indicates his interest in transfer-
ring the sessions on video chat and content viewing with him
(cf. Fig. 6(b)). Finally, he simply flips his phone away from
the TV to migrate the chosen sessions onto his smartphone
without any interruption (cf. Fig. 6(c)). Later, when Peter
returns home, he simply “throws” his smartphone towards the
TV, and the sessions would immediately resume on the TV
screen (cf. Fig. 6(d)).

VII. OUTLOOK: MOBILE MEDIA MEETS CLOUD COMPUTING

Trends toward mobile media are demanding new paradigms
to transform viewer’s experience. Looking into the future,
videos are being consumed across all the devices (TV, laptop,
and smartphone) at a record pace [100]. In addition, the
second-screen consumption is rising in which smartphones and
tablets are being used to complement the video consumption
on the main screen. This paper can be used to support both
arguments here. In both cases, smartphones have emerged as
the de facto choice for videos and their related services (e.g.,
instant messages, contextual information, etc.). As a result, the
tussle between the growing demand for mobile media and the
inherent limitations in existing media network will become
more prominent, dictating new approaches to resolve it.
We believe that cloud computing has emerged as a natural so-

lution to transform mobile media network into a new paradigm
of cloud mobile media network. Our survey on existing research
efforts on this emerging area of research has suggested that it is
still in its infancy stage. As such, we believe that more research
efforts from our community should be dedicated to this impor-
tant research subject. We believe that the following venues of
research should be pursued.
First, the paradigm of cloud mobile media would enable ser-

vice providers and network operators to offer media services to
ever increasing mobile users with much improved efficiency.
This objective can be manifested from different benefits, some
of which are explained as follows,
• Improved Performance. Leveraging omnipresent clouds
could improve the performance for mobile media network

significantly. The MapReduce framework makes it pos-
sible to conduct real-time transcoding operations to adapt
to the channel quality of wireless Internet and the different
screen sizes of smartphones. As a result, it is high time to
revisit all the media services (or algorithms) in this new
context to optimize their performance.

• Lower Cost. Virtualized computing in cloud paradigm
makes it possible to dynamically acquire resources to
meet application demand. It also decouples the resource
management from the resource acquisition, adding one
more degree of freedom to optimize. One example is to
leverage the alternative resource price models to reduce
the operating cost of cloud media services.

• Better QoS/QoE.Themobile device can leverage the seem-
ingly infinite cloud resources to extend its limited onboard
resource. It is possible to judiciously allocate tasks of dif-
ferent natures into alternative resources, providing a better
QoS/QoE. For example, rendering can be split between
mobile devices and cloud proxies to balance the visual ef-
fect and the delay.

• Human-Centric Social Media. In the mobile domain,
human-centric social media technologies are crucial, in
which human factors should be taken into architectural
and operational decisions. For example, with the growing
number of Tweets about video, it would be extremely ben-
eficial to mine these social media data to develop better
cloud media services. To follow this trend, we expect
research community to look into the combination of big
data and multimedia networks.

These benefits of cloud mobile media can be further cast into
research problems, similar to the existing research efforts sur-
veyed in this paper.
Second, new mobile media applications and cloud computing

platforms are driving each other for further innovations from
both domains. More and more consumers are adopting mobile
devices as one of their primary media experience platforms,
expecting new classes of cloud-enabled mobile media applica-
tions. These growing demands in turn require new and more
powerful cloud computing platform and infrastructure capabil-
ities to support. The advancements in cloud computing will re-
vert to trigger new media applications adopted into mobile con-
text. We foresee that the interplay between these two forces will
be the driving force of innovation in this emerging research area.
Finally, the cloud mobile media paradigm will also ben-

efit from other emerging trends in ICT. Examples of related
emerging technologies in ICT include, but are not limited to,
software-defined networking (SDN) [101], named-data net-
working (NDN) [102], big data analytics [103]. For example,
with the adoption of SDN, configuration and management
of CDN services will become extremely convenient, further
improving QoS and reducing cost; and cloud mobile media
can benefit from processing the ever-growing metadata and
transaction logs to provide operational guidelines.
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